Ecco Stove at Woodbank HD6 2AL
It was a pure stroke of luck for us that we had decided to have the Ecco Stove
installed at our house in autumn 2009 which was swiftly followed by the coldest
winter on record since 1978.Unlike ordinary wood burners which only seem to keep
you warm provided you sit close to the fire place the Ecco Stove emits the heat into
the room whilst simultaneously retaining it in its body (built of silicon carbide). This
turns out to be the ideal heating solution for us as we live in an old Victorian house
with rather large rooms and high ceilings. When the stove is fully up and running we
keep the door open to heat the surrounding hall and corridor too. I was initially
worried that we would have to use up rather huge amounts of wood but that’s not
the case, after the initial firing one can add from time to time the odd log and the
Ecco Stove keeps ticking over nicely to find the oven in itself still warm the next
warming, giving out a pleasant glow of warmth long after the stove has been ‘shut’
down. The stove runs so efficiently that hardly any ash is left in the grate either,
which is truly astounding and very hassle free and clean to handle. The boys just
adore sitting in front of the stove watching the flames through the glass window. We
are very pleased indeed with the product. Dave Ashmore and his team are very keen
and personally committed and enthusiastic; so the stove also comes with a superb
customer service package for piece of mind. Visitors to our house are always
impressed with the good looks of the stove, too which with its classic design is easily
at home in a Victorian or more modern home.
Dr B Bryan,Woodbank HD6 2AL
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